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THE PURPOSE OF THIS MAIL-BAG
For those readers who have not read the introduction of the book.
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL, STUDENT SHELLY,
You need to read what I typed, as it is one of the main reasons for having
a readers mail notice-board.
When I first decided to record my classes, it wasn’t for the purposes of
giving the world an adventure book, but a FREE series of text books for
everyone including my students, so that they could use the recorded
material to run their own development classes.
So when I first started releasing the blogs of my books onto the web,
every 3 months, I knew that the release frequency might change, because
the primary reason for when I would release them to the world was
contingent of the acceptance and use in development classes.
Because of the controversial content of volumes 3, 4, 5 and 6, I asked
my Guides if they wanted me to delay releasing these volumes. And they
said,
“Yes, until the population of the world have accepted the benefits
of volumes 1 and 2 to our criteria of support of you, then releasing
further volumes too soon, may have a negative reaction affecting the
acceptance of volumes 1 and 2. We will let you know when the time is
right to continue releasing further volumes.
You have presented to the world a table full of cakes with their
recipes, until your readers start tasting the cakes, and find that they
are delicious, and start using the recipes and spreading the word
that they work, then the acceptance of you and the text books will be
strong enough to out-way any negative reaction to the controversial
nature of the next four volumes.
Your first website is eventually going to become so busy that in
case it crashes we want you to eventually release volumes 3, 4, 5 and
6 on another websites, and the previous two volumes will also be
found on this new website, in case your first website is down.”
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I will announce this website title when the time is right, and release
Part 1 of volume 3 on it, when I know when to release it.
Volume 3 is the record of approximately three months of classes and
past life therapy sessions of 10 students, 1353 pages, where I and five
students experienced, mostly with each other’s past lifetimes, 144 past
lifetimes. I became aware of 38 of my own.
As a team of incarnating spirits our past lives consisted of actions
which had a more immediate influence over millions of people, works of
reform, art, music and inventions, to help show the link between one past
life to the next. My past lives role was mostly the recorder of events, or
as someone else put it, the pen is mightier than the sword, which had
another influence over coming generations.
The purpose of this website isn’t religious or evangelical. It has not
got a religious focal point, like transcendence, or living life to the
dictates of any religion.
Its primary purpose is to help readers or student’s to firstly set
them free of any conditioning, beliefs, influences, or emotions which
are holding them back from being guided by their own higherconsciousness, who will help them in whatever direction, interest, or
activity their conscious mind desires to pursue.
Depending on the level of what the conscious mind can accept,
each person’s higher-self will guide the conscious mind into
experiences for the spiritual growth of the individual.
If the conscious mind has a limited desire, based on the limited
learned or conditioned awareness, the higher-self arranges
experiences which may guide the conscious mind in another direction,
which is most likely the direction of spiritual growth that the spirit
chose, before it incarnated into the baby, at the right astrological
time, with the right name vibration.
Every reader or student is on their own path of discovery or
purpose. For some it is straight and focussed, and maybe, like an
Astrologer, Numerologist, Medium, or psychic.
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But for other’s one vocation gives the individual a staircase to
support their feet, leading to another floor in our building of our own
spiritual growth: like I started as an Astrologer/numerologist.
One of the purposes of these books is to show the many other
floors of this multi-story building of spiritual growth.
I know that those readers who have read the first two volumes
understand this, so now we come to the crux of this blog.
I have been guided to ask if any reader who wishes to share their
reaction to reading these volumes with other readers, for the purposes
of helping other readers to accept their own reactions to these
volumes. Or your reactions may have helped you recognise your own
experiences similar to my students.
If you have gone on any of the meditations, and wish to share your
experiences, and channelling, which has helped you with your own
spiritual development, this will also help other readers to accept that
they also can use the meditations and exercises for their own spiritual
growth.
Also for those sceptics who may think that all my books are a
creation of my own imagination, I would like to post on this website
readers letters of their own experiences of trying these meditations,
and have a physical copy of their letters as proof from those readers, if
anyone doubts the authenticity of my class and past-life therapy
sessions.
But for those readers who accept my books, readers channelling or
meditation experiences, and how they have helped the reader will be
able to add new knowledge or experiences in a form of teaching
others the limitless scope of these kind of development classes.
If you wish to use your letter on this website to promote or
advertise your own group, website, healing centre, Astrology or
Numerology society, or whatever, you can, I will include them with
your letter.
But remember, if you are running your own development classes
with a different criterion, or motives, like getting your student’s to
tune into objects, patient’s or other student’s.
(1)
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And if your new students have read my volume 1, they may leave
and spread the word that you are not following THE AWAKENING
OF AN ANGEL way of developing student’s.
I don’t mean you can’t receive your own meditations or exercises
from your own Guides to give to your student’s, I am referring to
fundamental safeguards and wisdom behind the way the psychic senses
are used.
I will only accept paper letters, to safe-guard against, any
misunderstandings about what is copied onto this MAILBAG web-file,
but also if you give permission, when eventually
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL, AWAKENING CENTRES
are all over the world, these letters can be displayed on the walls of
these centres, as testimonials to how the volumes have helped the
readers and students.
If you don’t wish to share your letters on this website, but you still
wish to write to me, that’s OK. But for those who wish to share,
before you sign your name at the end of the letter, just write
I give permission to share this letter with the world.
Then your signature

Also, if you write on both sides of the letter page, I cannot display
the reverse side on a wall, and I would have to photocopy the reverse
side, which is not as authentic as the original ink, so if you use airmail
paper, it won’t be so heavy, as airmail is charged by weight.
For many reasons, mostly yours I will not be answering anyone’s
letters, if they are meant for sharing with the world.
The reason is readers should not be seeking my approval or advice,
but developing links with their own higher-self, Guides or as a last
resort other student’s in their circle, to avail answers to be
communicated through your other student’s.
I also will not be critiquing, advising, or adding to, any letters
destined to be shared with the world, for the same reasons.
If I receive letters arranging lecture tours, either nationally, or
internationally, of course I may reply to these kinds of letters.
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For those who wish to share, if you don’t wish to use your own
name, for privacy reasons, you can choose another name.
For the same reason if you are describing what you have
experienced in your development circle, and it is necessary to
mention other student’s names, I will automatically assign new names
to the transcript of your letter, prior to posting them on this website.
One of the reasons is, if you are relaying your own memories of
the comments or what the other student’s have channelled or said, in
most cases we all have a selective memory, of what we are most
impressed to remember, and the other student’s will remember a
different memory sequence of the same meditation experience.
So I would prefer a more complete and accurate transcript to
share, so typing or writing a recording of the experience would be
better.
But remember, if your letter is going to end up on an
AWAKENING CENTRE wall, their first, or full names will be there
for anyone to read.
If you wish your letter to end up on the wall of your closest
AWAKENING CENTRE, and you wish to reveal your locality, City,
Town, or Village, remember to include that in the letter.
Every letter that I read and find is a sharing letter, I will be asking
my Higher-self and Guides, whether they approve it for transcribing,
word for word into this format of book type pages, to be loaded onto
a book file and dated.
And don’t worry if you think my own mind reaction will influence
whether to approve or not, any letter I read, this will not happen, as
my higher-self or Guides can override any yea or nay what my mind
might think.
Also, I am going to separate reader’s letters and their meditation
experiences into separate volume book-files. If a reader is writing to
me of their reaction or meditation experiences from volume 1, I will
load them under the title of

THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL, VOL 1 MAIL
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THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 1
2014, READERS LETTERS AND MEDITATION EXPERIENCES.
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 1
2015, READERS LETTERS AND MEDITATION EXPERIENCES.
And for those readers who are writing about volume 2, or
STUDENT SHELLY experiences I will set it up in the same way. This
is so that if a reader has only read volume 1, it might be difficult
understanding volume 2 reader’s letters, describing reader’s reactions
or meditation experiences from volume 2.
Also if any of my approximately 150 previous students wish to
send any letters of testimonials of their spiritual/psychic development
or continued progress, these letters will be posted after their class
records have been released on the website, as you might find their
letters hard to follow if you haven’t read their previous class
experiences.
So student’s of volumes 3, 4, 5 and 6’s letters, will be posted later
on the next website, covering these volumes.
I will date each letter as I receive them in the mail. Also if I move
address, I will change my address listed on the home-page, so always
check from this website the current address, before you post your
letter. But if any mail is in transit with my old address, it will be
redirected to my current address.
The first page of each yearly letter book-file, will list the dates and
corresponding page number of each letter, and every three months I
will post all the letters approved in that time period, like this.
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 1
READERS LETTERS AND MEDITATION EXPERIENCES
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 1
READERS LETTERS 20/9/2014
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THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 1
READERS LETTERS 20/12/2014
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 2
READERS LETTERS AND MEDITATION EXPERIENCES
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 2
READERS LETTERS 20/9/2014
THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL VOL 2
READERS LETTERS 20/12/2014
So that you can quickly find the release of the latest download.
If I am overwhelmed with the amount of letters to type up, your
letter may be delayed in when it is released on this website. As I do
not have anyone helping me, if you wish to donate funding for a
secretary to help me, or funding for travel expenses, for any lecture
tours, cheques in the mail is preferred, as my bank details are still
showing 0 contributions, which is strange after two and a half years,
and we know how we trust our banks.
When I am guided to start releasing volume 3 onto another of my
website’s, eventually I will repeat setting up a similar MAIL-BAG for
readers of volumes 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Readers letters are not only useful to help other readers, but I still
do not receive any comments at my Spiritualist Church, about these
volumes, so I am still in the dark as to if they have helped or
enlightened anyone, who has read any of the volumes.
And how’s this for a strange thing, when you type in
WWW.THEAWAKENINGOFANANGEL.COM
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Google lists approximately 58 pages of websites referring to my
website, but on the first page, most of the survey websites, who get
them-selves listed on this first Google page, who deliberately mention
my website, all give you 0 traffic, 0 ranking, 0 site worth.
But every time a reader logs onto a surveyor’s website to look up
my website statistics, but find my non-existent traffic details, these
survey websites are advertising their own and other advertisers on
their websites.
If you wish to know where you can find my website traffic and
popularity, if you search,
WWW.THEAWAKENINGOFANANGEL.COM GOOGLE INDEXED PAGES.
On this Google page, on one of this pages references you will find
a similar website name to mine, and after the website name this is
what will be written,
THE GRAPHS OF TRAFFIC STATISTICS-TOP SITE
If you click on this website you will find a website hosted by
Topstie. And in the right hand column you will find my website,
where you will able to click on it, and my survey details will appear.
But as I type this, it was surveyed on 17/12/2013, so it might be a
bit out of date, unless it has had an update.
As of the date of this blog, 20/6/2014.
Rating 97/100,.....936 Votes
Est Website Worth....$1,245
Google PageRank.............1
Outlinks......................11

Alexa Daily Unique Visitors....381
Alexa Daily Pageviews........1,145
Google indexed pages..........1145

Which means prior to 2014, every four weeks this website received
10,668 unique visitors. So someone must like these books.
My Guides are telling me the reason I was guided to not put a
traffic counter on my website, was to not draw attention to the media
about the number of visitors who are reading these books.
As I am a big television watcher, I have had decades to observe the
way the media slant or bag anything they do not believe.
(1)
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If my books were a small 250 page book of a medium’s recollection of
their psychic or medium cases, then the media may have read their
book to have an opinion to criticize or slant in the negative.
But because my books are so long, and cover so many diverse
experiences, I doubt if any media would have the time to read them,
so they would not likely be able to formulate any credible opinion if
they wanted to criticize these books.
And it would have been harder to survey a book which is only
being released in 5 parts over more than a year. This is one of the
reasons I have not paid for any traffic surveys of my website.
The best way for people to learn about these books is from friends
and relatives who have read sufficient to be able to explain to them
what the aim of the books are. And because we know our friends and
relatives more than we know strangers, this might help them to decide
to start reading volume 1.
The same reaction may occur if a church group try some of the
meditations, have great results and they tell other groups or circles of
their experiences, which will have the same result of more people
reading the volumes.
If I was selling these books then sceptics or the public might
rationalise their beliefs that I am conning the world with an elaborate
hoax for fame, money or power.
So readers letters may expand other readers awareness of the reality
of what I and my student’s have experienced over those years of
classes. So if you want more people to become aware and accepting of
all this, a letter from you might help.
And if you find esoteric censorship from the UK government is
blocking my website, you can always copy my books and blogs onto a
disc or flash-drive and mail them or give them to your friends and
relatives.
I have noticed my website is now so well known that even if you
type THE AWAKENING OF AN ANGEL or RAYMOND WILLIAM
SHORE my website details come up on the screen, which my name
might by-pass any future censorship.
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